ing a practice of appropriation and participation;
of participating in processes that otherwise take
place behind closed doors." The extraction of the
rare element neodymium, which the artists are
realizing for the group exhibition "Rare Earth," is
(as I know from research carried out as part of the
"Times of Waste" project) not rendered industri
ally since, despite its radioactivity, it's cheaper
to dig up rare elements in Mongolia than it is to
recycle them. ' 1 DIY here also means removing
things from their historical and technical deter
minations in a concrete and symbolic way.
THE EGO-SHOOTER13 AND MATERIAL PERSPECTIVE

Even a new computer is a piece of junk. It's not
just that it contains tons of residuals, but that it is
designed to break quickly, too. This is a medium
of devaluation and displacement. Cohen and van
Balen also make chis quality of new tech visible.
Their recent film "Trapped in the Dream of the
Ocher" and installation "Avant Tout, Discipline"
(both 2017) are the cransmedial realizations of
a long-term project on mines/mining that they
began, first as a performance, in 2012. The aim
was to combine one's own digital life with the
extraction of raw materials from the Democratic
Republic of Congo and the production of goods in
China, so chat the real mines become a neoco
lonial computer game. Chinese fireworks would
be fired into the coltan mines of DR Congo via a
wireless game controller. (Coltan is the ore from
which tantalum is extracted.)
A solid filmic piece of documentation in its
own right, the video "Trapped in the Dream of
the Other" was shot from the perspective of an
"Ego-Shooter" (first-person shooter) - an impres
sion reinforced by jerky movements - as we look
into the coltan mine. The labyrinths the camera
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travels are the geological faults and paths used by
prospectors. This walking, searching, tracking,
and tracing within the mountain is accompanied
by fire salvos and the clattering of the fireworks,
which billow out of the holes like smog. We see
young men carrying their filled sacks over the
rocky terrain, and we hear a buzzing and crack
ling, interrupted by the men's voices. Via smart
phone or game controller, we are acoustically
live-connected to the mine; and indeed these
devices are made from the very materials this
mine extracts. As the sound acts out the digital
connectedness with the remote zone, the camera's
movements and its embodied perspective create a
sense of distancelessness; the feeling of being in
the middle of the rock or in the game. Through
these forms of mediation, the mine itself seems to
become a protagonist. Cohen and van Balen create
an aesthetic of being part of the environment, a
specific medial intimacy with the material, and
thus they set the stage for the dependencies of
the global "(computer) game" in relation to the
physical events in the mine.
THE IDIOM OF ART AND NATURAL SCIENCES

Julien Charriere is an artist who also works with
the geology of media and its waste economy. In
his 2016 exhibition "Into the Hollow" (at Berlin's
Dittrich-Schlechtriem gallery), he exhibited his
series of rock objects called "Metamorphisms":
grey chunks with a fascinatingly vibrant surface full of traces and residues in various colors.
Here, we again see electronic scrap being made
into stone, as here, too, the future of discarded
computers and their mineral past is fused into a
strange object that is both nature and technology,
past and future, waste and magical object. How
ever, Charriere's work, in contrast to "B/NdAl-

